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Marcel Rodman,
the captain of Slovenian national hockey team,
presents FIDA Ice skating surfaces

You can skate everywhere and
all year round or you can use
the surface for other sports!
FIDA ice skating surfaces enable skating in all the
seasons, no matter the weather conditions.
No expensive construction alternations before the
installation.
Low maintenance expenses.
FIDA ice skating surfaces are not slippery when wearing
normal footwear; you can play basketball or football or
even dance on them.

FIDA ice skating surfaces are environmentally friendly!

First-rate gliding - just like on
natural skating surfaces

FIDA ice skating surfaces are made of high molecular
polyethylene panels that enable first-class gliding.
Lab tests have proved that friction between the ice
skate blade and the panels is minimal; therefore gliding is
only 5 to 10 % worse than on a natural ice rink.
Even the experienced skaters will hardly be able to notice
the difference between skating on natural skating
surfaces and skating on FIDA ice skating surfaces!
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Put up your skating surface
anywhere you like - indoor or
outdoor
Do you want your skating surface square, round or in any
other shape? There are numerous possibilities - we can
adapt the shape of the skating surface and the fence to
the space. The only requirement is a rather solid and
even surface.
FIDA ice - Puzzle

FIDA ice - PriceLess

size of the panel: 1000 x 1000 mm

size of the panel: 2000 x 1000 mm

weight of the panel: 18 or 20 kg

weight of the panel: 36 or 40 kg

thickness of the panel: 18 or 20 mm

thickness of the panel: 18 or 20 mm

the edges in the shape of a puzzle

the edges in the shape of the letter L

enable quick installation and removal

and the additional pins enable a

of the skating surface indoor or

quick installation of the skating

outdoor

surface indoor or outdoor
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Skate 365 days a year!
With the use of modern and environmentally friendly
materials skating is no longer just a winter sport!

Become a member of
FIDA ice community!

Thousands of satisfied ice-skaters and other athletes
enjoy skating and perform skating manoeuvres every day
on more than 10.000 m2 of skating surfaces in various
European countries.
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The Hague (the Netherlands) - 800m
Munich (Germany) - 350 m
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Cadiz (Spain) - 400 m2
2

Trieste (Italy) - 500 m
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Lake Constance (Switzerland) - 400 m
Hannover (Germany) - 400 m
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Test our skating
surface on your
front or back yard
Find out the advantages of FIDA
ice skating surfaces by yourself!

Give us a call and we will put up a
try-out FIDA ice skating surface in
the size of 40 m2 (8 x 5 m) on your
front or back yard.

M: +386 (0)41 743 343
M: +386 (0)41 433 064
E: info@fidasports.com
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